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 Chlorophylle & bêtes de villes

CHLOROPHYL 
& CITY 
CREATURES
Nicolas Gilsoul takes us on a journey around the globe 
to meet the animals and plants that populate, share, and 
transform our urban spaces. It is time to welcome our new 
neighbors, who show us yet again that we are not the only 
ones who live in these concrete worlds. Come discover 
migratory Mexican butterflies and their relationship with 
goldenrods; passerine birds in the vertical forests of  
Singapore; and winegrowing baboons in South Africa!

9782213711942 | 2022 | 272 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 19.00 €

 Comme une éclipse

LIKE  
AN ECLIPSE
Brune, Clément, Dimitri, Pio, and Fred have known each 
other since childhood. They’re such good friends that they 
even bought a house where they get together for vacations. 
Twenty years later, the ties that bound them have gradually 
weakened. When Dimitri reunites them all for his 45th 
birthday, unexpected confessions come to the surface…  
A heartfelt and subtle story of a remarkable friendship 
made of shattered convictions and bursts of laughter.

9782213721569 | 2022 | 328 pages | 16,3 x 21,5 cm | 18.00 €

Literature & Fiction

Sophie Rouvier

When love, tears,  
and unspoken words have 
taken their toll, what is left  
of the feelings we once 
believed to be unshakeable?

Humanities & Essays

Nicolas Gilsoul

A fascinating, whimsical,  
and informative look at 
the world just outside our 
doorstep and a reminder  
that we are all connected.
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 Sara : Elle veille sur vous

SARA
SARA IS WATCHING
Nantes is struggling with a dramatic increase in crime. 
The new mayor, a populist named Guillaume de Villeneuve, 
has promised to clean up the city with SARA, a network of 
intelligent surveillance cameras. When one of his relatives, 
a renowned robotics expert, disappears, Chief Inspector 
Isabelle Mayet is put on the case. But the police, threatened 
by this artificial intelligence, will pay a high price. And the 
divisive SARA begs the question: how much freedom are 
we willing to relinquish in the name of security?

9782213717838 | 2022 | 468 pages | 13,4 x 21,3 cm | 18.00 €

 Les quatre accords du couple

THE FOUR 
AGREEMENTS 
OF COUPLEDOM
If you think that you’ve read everything there is to know 
on the subject, think again! Julie Klotz’s unprecedented 
holistic approach provides compelling new insights to 
coupledom, addressing four fundamental dimensions for 
a successful relationship: biological (the physical aspect 
of desire and attachment), psychological (feelings and 
mental processes), cultural (the socio-cultural context), 
and spiritual (shared fundamental values and common 
search for meaning).

9782213712079 | 2022 | 342 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 20.00 €

Lifestyle, Leisure, Well-Being

Julie Klotz

What makes for a successful 
relationship? Julie Klotz went 
to the experts to look  
for answers.

Literature & Fiction

Sylvain Forge

Sylvain Forge, recipient of  
the “Prix du Quai des 
Orfèvres” in 2018,  
explores our dependence  
on technology in  
a gripping thriller.
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 Que faire du passé ?

THE PAST:  
A CHANGING 
PERSPECTIVE
The historian and philosopher Pierre Vesperini explores 
the meaning of the cancel culture movement with much- 
needed precision. Through three detailed case studies that 
allow us to reflect on the removal of statues from the public 
space, the ever-growing presence of trigger warnings in 
cultural industries, and the role of Classical Antiquity 
today, we are able to take a step back from the current 
controversies and grasp what is at stake in these debates.

9782213722177 | 2022 | 256 pages | 13,5 x 21,5 cm | 18.00 €

Humanities & Essays

Pierre Vesperini

A brilliant essay on the cancel 
culture movement and what 
is at stake in our changing 
relationship to the past.
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